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Tell Al Shuwayr (Telshair) and Duwayzat Tahatani, 29 October
It’s 9 days since the villages on the east bank of the Tigris in the Al Qayyarah – Makhmour area were retaken
from ISIS. The road leading to the northernmost inhabited villages, Tell Al Shuwayr (also known as Telshair)
and Duwayzat Tahatani, has only recently been made safe by ISF demining teams. The civilians living in these
villages have not received any humanitarian support as yet from NGOs or the government.

Populations and displacement
Sultan Abdullah, the first village on the road north from Al Salahiyah, is empty of civilians. There was
reportedly a strong ISIS presence in this village which made it a major target for artillery fire. A number of
months ago most of the population moved for safety to nearby villages such as Tell al Shuwayr and the
Makkuk area. The village has been empty for a long time. Numerous houses are destroyed and many others
are booby-trapped. There is also heavy IED contamination and access inside the village is restricted for safety
reasons.
Tell Al Shuwayr is reportedly fully populated, although small numbers of families (5-6 per day) have been
returning to the village from Debaga and Kirkuk within the last week or so. The current overall population is
600 families, 200 of which are IDP families.
We were told that Duwayzat Tahatani was also fully populated but that small numbers of returns are arriving
daily. There are 350 families here, 75-100 of which are IDP families.
Duwayzat Fawqani, the northernmost village in this area, is empty and has been for some months. There is IED
contamination in and around the village.
ISIS fled from these villages the day before ISF and the Sobawi Hashd moved in and they were taken without a
fight. There has been no further displacement of civilians since then.

Priority needs and services
As in the Makkuk area, food is the priority need. People’s diet consists of bread and water. We were told that
when a pick-up truck arrived the day before with fresh vegetables there was chaos as people tried to grab
what they could from it. No markets are functioning and there is no trade. An ISF commander told us that at
some point soon they will allow trade to commence via selected Kurdish traders who will bring produce from
Makhmour. However, many people lack the money to buy goods.
Medicine is the next priority. There are nurses and a doctor in Tell Al Shuwayr but no medicines at all. There is
a PHCC which was running to some capacity during ISIS occupation, but it needs to be restocked. A small
hospital was newly constructed in the village just before the ISIS takeover. However, it has reportedly never
functioned as a hospital and is now being used as an ISF base.
As is the case throughout this area, respiratory problems are the most common health complaint. In Tell Al
Shuwayr we heard that one or two children in almost every family have breathing difficulties thanks to
prolonged smoke inhalation. Incidentally, the sulphur smoke that has been plaguing villages in this area is no
longer an issue.
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During ISIS occupation, Tell Al Shuwayr and Duwayzat Tahatani had full electricity supplied from Mosul. This
was cut when ISIS retreated and now there is no electricity. Some personal generators are operating in the
village – the fuel is given by Iraqi soldiers who are visiting their families.
There is a fully functioning water pumping station that feeds water to private tanks in both Tell Al Shuwayr and
Duwayzat Tahatani. The problem is with the supply of fuel to power the pump. ISF supply enough fuel to
operate the pump for 2 hours every other day. This seemed to be sufficient for the people we spoke to, but
there would be a major problem should the ISF stop supplying fuel.
While in these two villages water supply has not been identified as a major issue, it should be noted that in
other villages along the road towards Tell Al Shuwayr, water has been highlighted as an urgent need.

Screening process
When ISIS fled the villages the inhabitants raised white flags on the tops of their houses and waited for the ISF
and Sobawi Hashd to arrive, which they did a day later. There were reportedly 15 local people (numbers vary
and there may have been more) who had joined ISIS. They fled with them at the same time. They had sent
their families to Mosul up to a year ago.
When ISF arrived in Tell Al Shuwayr they arrested a small number of people (3-4) who were identified by the
community as having cooperated with ISIS, although they did not wear ISIS uniforms or carry weapons. They
were taken to Makhmour for further questioning and then on to Baghdad.
In Tell Al Shuwayr, all men and boys above the age of 10 were brought to the school (another source said the
Mosque) where their names were called out and checked against a list of suspected collaborators, as has been
happening in other villages. They were then given a 2-hour lecture by ISF in which, among other things, they
were encouraged to cooperate with the security services in identifying ISIS suspects. They were also warned
against touching IEDs.
When asked how children accused of collaborating with ISIS might be treated by ISF authorities, an ISF
commander said he was yet to see a child accused, but that they would be treated differently to the men, with
the aim of rehabilitating them back into normal society.
People are not permitted to leave their village. Those that we spoke to did not understand why this had to be
the case, but the Kurdish ISF commander said it was for security reasons.

Access and IEDs
The tarmac road connecting Owsijah and the Makkuk area is now open and is controlled by an ISF checkpoint
at the Owsijah crossroads. The tarmac continues all the way up to Duwayzat, with two small diversions around
destroyed bridges in the road near Sultan Abdullah. These diversions cross dry river beds and once the winter
rains start they will become impassable. Beyond Al Salahiyah there are numerous UXOs scattered on either
side of the road. It is a heavily contaminated area and for now, no diversions from the main road should ever
be taken.
Eight people have reportedly been killed by IEDs in Tell Al Shuwayr since ISIS fled 9 days ago. They were mostly
Sobawi Hashd and local shepherds. In Duwayzat Tahatani we were told that around 40 people, mostly
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children, had been killed by IEDs since operations started around Al Qayyarah. Most of these people were IDPs
fleeing the fighting in the Al Qayyarah area. They crossed the river without knowing safe routes to the village.

Red flags mark IED contamination and UXOs are visible along the road.
When someone is badly injured by an IED they are transported to Makhmour by the ISF, and from there on to
hospital to Erbil.
Demining work in both villages is ongoing and only the main road has been cleared. We were told to avoid all
other roads, although people and a few cars were using smaller roads.
30 houses and the police station have been destroyed in Tell Al Shuwayr. Around 5-10 % of houses in
Duwayzat Tahatani have been destroyed. Only one house in Duwayzat Tahatani was booby-trapped. This
small number is due to the houses being continually inhabited.
The Mukhtar in Tell Al Shuwayr is informed by the ISF on what areas and houses have been cleared. He then is
able to advise returnees on the safety of their houses when they arrive back in their village.
On the bare ground to the east of the main road we were told there were literally thousands of IEDs. This was
ISIS’s defence against any ground attacks that might have come from the east. Red flags mark the danger but it
is not known when these IEDs might be cleared.

Destroyed building in Tell Al Shuwayr.
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9 barrels of TNT, 20 jerry cans of C4 and 8 cans of shrapnel were unloaded from an ISIS car bomb by the Sobawi
Hashd. The explosives now lie in someone’s garden in the middle of the village. There is currently no timeframe
for when they will be removed.
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